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Giving a Voice to the Voiceless: The International Yehudi Menuhin Foundation 
 
In 1991, New York native and professional violinist Yehudi Menuhin founded the 
International Yehudi Menuhin Foundation (IYMF) as a non-profit association whose 
goal would be to uphold the role of the arts in society as a means to encouraging 
awareness and recognition of cultural minorities, and building enduring bridges 
among cultures. At the heart of the Foundation’s mission is Menuhin’s belief that art 
and creativity play a central role in personal and societal development. As such, the 
Foundation's activity, which reaches across Europe and other areas of the world, 
revolves around the promotion of musical and artistic expression, and intercultural 
dialogue. This is achieved through programs such as MUS-E®, participation in the 
Assembly of Cultures of Europe (ACE), and events and concerts that the Foundation 
organizes, such as “Voices for Peace”, which bring together artists from different 
nationalities and disciplines before international audiences.  
 
The image below details IYMF’s various activities:  
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MUS-E®: Advancing Children Through the Arts at School 
 
The oldest and perhaps most popular of the IYMF’s programs, MUS-E®, was first 
launched in Switzerland in 1994. The program aims to ‘advance children through the 
arts’ with activities that are part of their daily education at school, and that are geared 
towards social and cultural integration. Behind the mission of the MUS-E® program, 
which has now been adopted in 12 European countries as well as in Israel and Brazil 
(figure 1)  is Menuhin’s belief that creativity, affection, joy, and respect are 
imperative for a child’s development. Further, he believed that all children should 
have the opportunity to sing and dance at school, which would increase the presence 
of these elements in their lives. As a result, the levels of violence, racism and social 
exclusion among the children would diminish.  
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The MUS-E® program is built upon 
weekly workshops held throughout the 
school year that are based on the CAT 
model. With this model, Children gain 
through the development of creativity, 
cognitive competencies, new talents, 
interaction and cooperation, and the 
reinforcement of self-esteem; Artists 
gain in the enrichment of their 
professional work, and from their 
participation in an international network; 
and Teachers gain from enrichment 
brought on by new perspectives and 
approaches.  
 
 
“What guides us is children’s response, 
their joy in learning to dance, to sing, to live 
together. It should be a guide to the whole 
world.” – Yehudi Menhin 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. The MUS-E® International Network. 
 

(a) Countries which offer MUS-E® programs.  
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(b) A description of the MUS-E activities in each country.  

 
The MUS-E® Network (2009-20010) 

 
UCountries  STRUCTURES  SCHOOLS  CLASSES  CHILDREN  ARTISTS  

Belgium  MUS-E Belgium  37  95  1750  34  

Brazil  MUS-E Brasil  5  8  600  20  

Finland  MUS-E Finland  No figures for the moment - Convention signed in July 
2007  

France  Courant d'Art  13  21  450  20  

Germany  Yehudi Menuhin Stiftung 
Deutschland (YMSD)  167  707  17675  263  

Hungary  MUS-E Hungary  3  10  200  9  

Israel  MUS-E Israel / The Jaffa 
Institute  6  17  343  10  

Italy  MUS-E Italia Onlus  161  546  11834  250  

Portugal  Associaçâo Menuhin 
Portugal  6  53  1048  30  

Spain  Fundación Yehudi Menuhin 
España (FYME)  99  796  15384  261  

Switzerland MUS-E Schweiz  14  27  530  40  

UK 
(Scotland)  East Renfrewshire Council  1  2  58  4  

TOTAL  12  512  2282  49872  941  
 
 
 
MUS-E® in Israel: Musical Minds-Jaffa 
 
 
In 2001, seven years prior to Israel’s joining the MUS-E® network, the Musical 
Minds-Jaffa program was launched by the Jaffa Institute, Jaffa1 in collaboration with 
the Music Division of Bar Ilan University’s Amir Institute for Social Integration in 
the Schools. The objective of this program was to stimulate and enhance self-
expression, cultural awareness, and cognitive development through music education. 
The program, which began with only 15 participants, has grown to involve over 400 
at-risk students.  
 
The framework of the Musical Minds program is closely related to that of MUS-E®. 
Through specially designed teaching methods and materials, the Musical Minds-Jaffa 
helps children from diverse cultural backgrounds develop cognitive and 
communication skills through music lessons that take place after school on a weekly 
basis, for 2-4 hours per week. These lessons take place at multiple sites in Jaffa and 

                                                 
1 For more information about the Jaffa Institute, visit the website at www.jaffainstitute.org. 
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south Tel Aviv, and involve children from 15 different elementary schools who are 
taught to play a variety of musical instruments, develop music appreciation skills, and 
engage in creative learning. As a result, the children develop their ability to listen, 
their cognitive and social skills, and also practice positive communication. The 
program is hosted by teachers who are each practicing artists that have been selected 
for their expertise in teaching and their ability to develop the potential of 
disadvantaged children. The teachers are monitored through a series of regular 
observations, receive support and advice and attend training and workshops given by 
professional experts in the field. 
 
Following a careful review of the Musical Minds-Jaffa program and its legal status, 
Enrique Barón Crespo, Chairman of the Board of the International Yehudi Menuhin 
Foundation, enthusiastically inaugurated Israel into the MUS-E® network in 2008. As 
a result, the program in Israel now adopts a wider approach and offers a variety of art, 
drama, writing and dance classes. In addition, reciprocal visits from international 
artists, coordinators, and children further expose participating students to people of 
varying cultural backgrounds who share common values of the music and arts 
programs. Israel’s participation in the MUS-E® network is expanding, and today, in 
addition to the children of the Jaffa Institute afternoon programs, children attending 
the Tel-Aviv Shorashim, Bialk and Yarden schools, as well as 2 schools in Zichron 
Yakov, have joined the program. 
 
“We, in the IYMF, considered the presence of our program Muse-E in the Middle 
East of the outmost importance,” said Crespo. “It is highly appreciated by all 
members of our international network.” 
 
To learn more about the MUS-E® program, visit the Foundation's website at: www.menuhin-
foundation.com. If you would like to join MUS-E® Israel, please contact the national 
coordinator for MUS-E® programs in Israel, Dr. Adena Portowitz, adenap2@gmail.com 
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